Different elution modes and field programming in gravitational field-flow fractionation. Effect of channel angle.
Gravitational field-flow fractionation (GrFFF) has been shown to be useful for separation and characterization of various types of micrometer-sized particles. It has been recognized however that GrFFF is less versatile than other members of FFF because the external field (Earth's gravity) in GrFFF is relatively weak and is not tunable (constant), which makes the force acting on the particles constant. A few approaches have been suggested to control the force acting on particles in GrFFF. They include (1) changing the angle between the Earth's gravitational field and the longitudinal axis of the channel, and (2) the use of carrier liquid having different densities. In the hyperlayer mode of GrFFF, the hydrodynamic lift force (HLF) also act on particles. The existence of HLF allows other means of changing the force acting on the particles in GrFFF. They include (1) the flow rate programming, or (2) the use of channels having non-constant cross-section. In this study, with polystyrene latex beads used as model particles, the channel angle was varied to study its effect on elution parameters (such as selectivity, band broadening and resolution) in the steric or in the hyperlayer mode of GrFFF. In addition, the effects of the channel thickness and the flow rate on the elution parameters were also investigated. It was found that, in the steric mode, the resolution decreases as the flow rate increases due to increased zone broadening despite of the increase in the selectivity. At a constant volumetric flow rate, both the zone broadening and the selectivity increase as the channel thickness increases, resulting in the net increase in the resolution. It was also found that the retention time decreases as the channel angle increases in both up- and down-flow positions. The zone broadening tends to increase almost linearly with the channel angle, while no particular trends were found in selectivity. As a result, the resolution decreases as the channel angle increases.